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ABSTRACT

A minimal model of nonlinear phase dynamics in drift waves is shown to support phase bore solutions. Coupled nonlinear equations
for amplitude, phase, and zonal flow are derived for the Hasegawa-Mima system and specialized to the case of spatiotemporally constant
amplitude. In that limit, phase curvature (finite second derivative of the phase with respect to the radius) alone generates propagating shear
flows. The phase field evolves nonlinearly by a competition between phase steepening and dispersion. The analytical solution of the model
reveals that the phase bore solutions so obtained realize the concept of a phase slip in a concrete dynamical model of drift wave dynamics.
The implications for phase turbulence are discussed.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5111987

I. INTRODUCTION

Anomalous transport and its prediction continue to be foci of
interest in plasma and fusion theory. The central theoretical problem
related to turbulent transport is the calculation of the fluxes, such as
h~vr~ni; h~vr ~T i; h~vr~v/i, etc. Fluxes are determined by fluctuation inten-

sities, such as h~v2r i; h~n2i; h~T 2i, etc., and, notably, the “cross-phase”
between the fluctuations which determine the flux. Here, if the particle
flux is C ¼ h~vr~ni, the relevant cross phase is given by cos h ¼ h~vr~ni=
h~v2r i

1=2h~n2i1=2, i.e., the cosine of the angle between the radial velocity
fluctuation and the density fluctuation. The flux is set by a product of

three elements, namely, two rms fluctuation levels (here h~v2r i
1=2;

h~n2i1=2) and the cross phase. We note in passing that even if individ-
ual fluctuations follow a Gaussian probability-distribution, the flux
can exhibit a non-Gaussian tail.

Of course, the dynamic relation of fluxes to fluctuation intensities
has been studied intensively and discussed in hundreds, if not thou-
sands, of papers.1 However, the actual “dynamics” of the cross-phase
has received considerably less attention. Usually, the cross-phase is
taken as set by the ratio of the spectral autocorrelation rate (i.e., for
quasilinear analyses) or the response decorrelation rate (i.e., for non-
linear analyses) to the frequency.2 A few studies at least allow for a
change in the cross-phase at a transport bifurcation—say, as a result of
the effect of strong E�B shear on the autocorrelation time.3 In gen-
eral, however, the cross-phase is treated as a prescribed function of
plasma parameters.

Recently, however, there is increasing awareness that the phase
adjusts “dynamically” and thus must be treated as evolving in time on
mesoscopic, and even microscopic, time scales.4 Such a time depen-
dence can profoundly affect transport. In addition, the cross-phase
may be spatially multiscale and so manifest a mesoscopic envelope
structure. Both of these phase dependencies are neglected in quasilin-
ear theory or simple nonlinear models, such as resonance broadening
theory.5 These observations point to a need to consider the role of
“phase dynamics” in turbulent transport and fluctuation evolution.6

Note that phase dynamics has long been a central element of pattern
formation theory.7 One example of an approach to flow pattern
formation is that of D. Y. Manin,8 which utilized a hodographic tech-
nique to formulate the coupling of waves and vortices. Pattern forma-
tion in drift wave-zonal flow turbulence is reviewed in Refs. 9 and 11.

One time dependent phenomenon in phase dynamics is the
“phase slip,” i.e., an abrupt jump in the phase which occurs between
longer time periods of constant phase. Phase slips occur in systems
governed by the Adler equation,9 the general form of which may be
written as

d
dt

D/ ¼ �ðx� x0Þ þ eqðD/Þ:

Here, D/ ¼ /� xt is the difference between the phases of the
forcing and the oscillation. Depending on q, the phases can either lock
or slip and so assume very different values, with (possibly very) differ-
ent implications for the transport flux. One concrete realization of the
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Adler equation structure in a fusion-related problem was suggested in
Ref. 4, which addressed phase dynamics of ballooning modes in the
context of a 0D model of edge-localized modes (ELMs). There, x0 was
the (prescribed) E� B shearing frequency and qðD/Þ was related to
the transport flux. The upshot was that the phase would hover for long
periods at a value which gave zero transport, but jump or slip during
short intervals, during which transport occurred and profiles relaxed.
Thus, transport is determined by phase evolution on multiple time
scales. The discussion above motivates our desire to deeply understand
the evolution and dynamics of cross-phase in drift wave-zonal flow tur-
bulence,10 in the context of a minimal model containing the relevant
physics. The goal here is to understand what types of spatiotemporal
phase structures and/or solutions are manifested in the system. A
model which is more realistic than that of Ref. 4 is required. To isolate
phase dynamics, a simplifying restriction of spatiotemporally constant
mode amplitude is imposed. In this limit, the requisite Reynolds force
for zonal flow generation is produced by the “phase curvature,”11 i.e.,

�@xh~vr~vhi ’
X
ky

jAky j
2ky@

2
xwky

’ jAj2
X
ky

ky@
2
xwky :

Thus, the system can be reduced to 1D equations for the space-time
evolution of the phases and flow. Note how phase curvature is simply
the second derivative of the phase w with respect to x, i.e., @2xwky . It
does not refer to the Gaussian curvature. The finite phase curvature
here is equivalent to a spatially varying radial wavenumber, @xkx 6¼ 0.

In this paper, we analyze a minimal model of phase dynamics of
the drift wave-zonal flow system. Coupled nonlinear equations for
amplitude, phase, and zonal flow field are derived for the Hasegawa-
Mima system.12 The phase is treated on equal footing with the other
fields. In order to focus on phase dynamics, we consider only the case
of spatiotemporally constant amplitude. We show that energy is con-
served between flow and fluctuations in this limit. Phase curvature
(@xkx 6¼ 0) sets the Reynolds force. The coupled phase and flow
system generates propagating solutions, i.e., of the form hvyðx; tÞi
¼ hvyðx � ctÞi. The associated phase field evolves nonlinearly by a
competition between phase steepening and dispersion, much as a colli-
sionless shock or soliton does.13 Explicit analytical solutions for the
system are obtained. The propagating shear layer is accompanied by a
propagating “phase bore” structure (see Fig. 2). This realizes the con-
cept of a phase slip (motivated by the simple and generic Adler equa-
tion) in a concrete dynamical model of drift wave-zonal flow
turbulence. In particular, we see that the phase slip appears as a propa-
gating space-time structure—a bore. The implications for a state of
phase turbulence are discussed. We note that an ensemble of phase
slips should exist in turbulence and lead to stochastic variation of the
frequency and the associated flux (through its effect on x� x�e ).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives the model and basic system of equations. In Sec. III, the physics
of phase and flow evolution are discussed. Phase bore or slip and shear
layer solutions are presented in Sec. IV. Section V presents conclusions
and discussion.

II. MODEL AND SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

We consider drift wave evolution using the minimal model—the
Hasegawa-Mima equation—with self-consistent zonal shear flow,14,15

0 ¼ @tð~/ � q2
sr2~/Þ þ v�@y~/ þ �vE � rð~/ � q2

sr2~/Þ
�~vE � rðq2

sr2�/Þ þ ~vE � rð~/ � q2
sr2~/Þ: (1)

Here, q2
s ¼ Te=ðmiX

2
i Þ; v� ¼ q2

sXi=Ln, where Ln ¼ �ðdxn0=n0Þ�1,
and vE ¼ q2

sXi ẑ �r/, which is the E� B drift with B pointing in ẑ,
i.e., the axial or toroidal direction. Both the flow and the electrostatic
potential field / have been separated into their respective microscale
fluctuations ð~� Þ and mesoscale mean ð � Þ. Since we approach the prob-
lem through mean field theory, the last term on the right hand side of
Eq. (1), representing fluctuation nonlinearity, is dropped hereafter.

The evolution of the zonal flow (kh ¼ 0; kz ¼ 0) is described in
2D by

@thvyi ¼ q4
sX

2
i @xh@y ~/ @x ~/i � lhvyi; (2)

where hvyðxÞi � �vE � ŷ is the velocity of the zonal flow (averaged in
the poloidal direction), h@y~/ @x ~/i is the Reynolds stress, x̂ represents
the radial direction, and l is the drag damping coefficient. Here, drag
(usually associated with toroidal effects) is inserted ad hoc into an oth-
erwise slab model. The purpose of the drag is to provide a scale-
independent damping, which limits flow evolution on large scales.

To systematically investigate the role of dynamic phase
evolution in the DW-ZF system, we write the DW fluctuation as
~/ ¼ Aðx; y; tÞeiwðx;y;tÞ, where wðx; y; tÞ is the phase of the drift wave
and Aðx; y; tÞ is the amplitude. As both the amplitude and phase are
real, we separate the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (1), which gives
the amplitude equation

0 ¼ @tAþ ð2rA � rwþ Ar2wÞ v̂ðwÞ þ ðrwÞ2 v̂ðAÞ
� v̂ðr2AÞ þ 2Arw � v̂ðrwÞ þ hvyi@yA
þ q2

s hvyi
00@yAþ v�@yA (3)

and the phase equation

0 ¼ A@tw� 2rw � v̂ðrAÞ � 2rA � v̂ðrwÞ
�ðr2A� AðrwÞ2Þ v̂ðwÞ � r2w v̂ðAÞ � A v̂ðr2wÞ
þ q2

s hvyi
00A@ywþ hvyiA@ywþ v�A@yw; (4)

respectively. Here, we define the differential operator v̂ � q2
s ð@t

þhvyi@yÞ.
The flow evolution equation follows as

1

q4
sX

2
i

@thvyi ¼ @2xA@yAþ @xyA@xAþ A2 @2xw@ywþ @xyw@xw
� �

þ2A@xA@xw@yw�
l

q4
sX

2
i

hvyi: (5)

Equations (3)–(5) thus systematically describe the evolution of the
amplitude, phase, and the flow, respectively. Note that the flow can
evolve via amplitude inhomogeneity or phase curvature.

III. PHASE AND FLOW EVOLUTION

In this section, we explore coupled phase and flow evolution for
the limit of a single wave with amplitude A¼ const. The purpose of
considering this unusual limit is to isolate the role of phase curvature
in the Reynolds force, so as to better understand the physics of phase
dynamics. The physics of intensity ð�jAj2Þ inhomogeneity in flow
generation has been well studied.16,17
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We focus on the terms�A2 in Eq. (5). These capture wave inter-
actions which drive the flow. The second term in the expression disap-
pears once averaged, since @xyw@xw ¼ 1

2 @yð@xwÞ
2, the average of

which vanishes. However, the first term clearly indicates the possibility
of driving zonal flows through the radial curvature of the phase (i.e.,
@2xw 6¼ 0), even for homogeneous intensity (i.e.,rI ¼ rðA2Þ ¼ 0).11

Alternatively, if one were to represent the drift wave by the usual
eikonal form, such that ~/ ¼ Aeiðk�x�xtÞ, where k ¼ ðkx; kyÞ � ð@xw;
@ywÞ and x ¼ ðx; yÞ, the Reynolds stress h@y ~/ @x ~/i would then
reduce to kxkyA2, for constant amplitude. By going beyond lowest
order eikonal theory, we see that the radial derivative of the stress
also acts upon the cross phase kxky . The radial gradient of the
Reynolds stress @xh@y ~/ @x ~/i may thus be expressed as kxky@xðA2Þ
þA2@xðkxkyÞ. The first term represents the usual mechanism for driv-
ing zonal flows through amplitude modulation. The second term
shows that the gradient of the radial wavenumber (@xkx), i.e., the
“phase curvature,” may also drive the zonal flow, even in the absence
of inhomogeneous intensity. The latter mechanism of zonal flow gen-
eration and its effect on the underlying amplitude and flow structure
of the DW-ZF system is our primary focus in this paper. We pursue
this end by taking A as constant, hereafter.

We demonstrate zonal flow production through phase, rather
than amplitude, modulation, by the use of WKB. We thus drop all
terms of OðrAÞ and higher, thus effectively limiting the analysis to
the case of homogeneous amplitude. Then, our system reduces to

0 ¼ r2w v̂ðwÞ þ 2rw � v̂ðrwÞ; (6)

0 ¼ @twþ ðrwÞ2 v̂ðwÞ � v̂ðr2wÞ þ q2
s hvyi

00@yw

þhvyi@ywþ v�@yw; (7)

1

q4
sX

2
i

@thvyi ¼ A2@2xw@ywþ A2@xyw@xw�
l

q4
sX

2
i

hvyi: (8)

The residue of the amplitude evolution Eq. (6) acts as a con-
straint on the system. The phase field and flow evolution are given
by Eqs. (7) and (8). Zonal flow generation through phase curvature
can now be seen explicitly through the first term on the right hand
side of Eq. (8).

An important question is how to reconcile constant amplitude
with energetics. In the course of DW-ZF energy exchange, drift wave
instabilities lead to the formation of eddies, which drive transport and
flows. The flows then feed back on the instability, shearing the eddies
and so causing refraction and changes in kr, in the process.18–20 This
ultimately leads to the transfer of eddy energy to the flow. Specifically,
the fluctuation energy evolves according to21

dhei
dt
¼ 1

2
h@tð~/

2 þ q2
s ðr~/Þ2Þi

¼ ~/ @t ~/ � q2
s @tr2~/

h iD E
; (9)

where we have performed an integration by parts (assuming boundary
terms vanish) to obtain Eq. (9). Substituting into the Hasegawa-Mima
Eq. (1) and exploiting periodicity in ŷ , we see that

dhei
dt
¼ hvyih~/ @yr2~/i ¼ �hvyiA2h @xð@xw @ywÞi

¼ �hvyiA2h @2xw @ywi: (10)

Here, we consider a closed system, and so we may drop the
boundary terms for the evolution of the fluctuation energy. Note that
fluctuation energy evolves due to phase-curvature-driven Reynolds
force, even for the case of constant amplitude.

The energy for the flow evolves as

dhEZFi
dt

¼ 1

q4
sX

2
i

hvyi@thvyi

¼ hvyiA2h @2xw @ywi �
l

q4
sX

2
i

hvyi2: (11)

The evolution of the total energy of the DW-ZF system, then, is given
by

dhEtoti
dt

¼ dhei
dt
þ dhEZFi

dt

¼ � l

q4
sX

2
i

hvyi2: (12)

We see that energy is thus conserved in the overall DW-ZF system at
constant A, up to damping and boundary flux. In this model with con-
stant intensity,rkr is responsible for the energy exchange between the
fluctuation and the flow. Refraction here works via phase curvature
(i.e., @2xw 6¼ 0). Sites of the steepest gradient in the radial wavenumber
contribute the most energy flux (to large scale), indicating that these
sites are where flow generation is most active.

To determine the evolution of the mean phase field and flow, we
now proceed to eliminate the fast variation of the phase. Specifically,
we write the phase as an initial monochromatic plane wave, with a fast
dependence on ŷ , plus a slower function H, such that

w ¼ kyy � xky t þHðx; y; tÞ; (13)

with an eigenfrequency which varies slowly (on mesoscales) in space
and time,

xky ¼
v�ky

1þ q2
s k

2
y

þ kyhvyi: (14)

By construction, then, ky � @yH and xky � @tH. Furthermore,
H varies in x such that q2

s hvyi@yr2H ’ 0 and q2
s @tr2H

’ q2
s @t@xxH. The evolution of the phase (7) then follows as

@tðH� q2
s@

2
xHÞ ¼ q2

s

v�ky
1þ q2

s k
2
y
ð@xHÞ2 � q2

s kyhvyi
00
: (15)

The second term on the left hand side represents the dispersion of the
phase. The first term on the right hand side represents nonlinear phase
interaction due to phase steepening. The last term describes frequency
detuning by the flow curvature. It is evident that the phase dynamics
are governed by the competition between the nonlinear evolution of
the phase, through gradient steepening ð@xHÞ2 and dispersion @t@2xH.
Such a balance is characteristic of solitary wave formation.22

Likewise, when the flow equation (8) is averaged, the second
term on its right hand side, @xyw @xw, can be dropped. The flow evolu-
tion equation then reduces to

1

q4
sX

2
i

@thvyi ¼ A2ky@
2
xH�

l

q4
sX

2
i

hvyi : (16)

Thus, our reduced phase-flow system is described by Eqs. (15)
and (16).
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IV. PHASE SLIPS AND SHEAR LAYERS

For simplicity, and to obtain an analytical solution to the reduced
phase-flow system, we consider the case of vanishing damping. As will
be seen below, taking l! 0 leads us to propagating zonal shear layer
solutions, which balance ZF growth with the movement of the shear
layer through the system.

In light of the above discussion, we look for solutions in the mov-
ing frame propagating at speed c, i.e., of the form Hðx � ctÞ. We thus
transform the temporal derivative according to @t !�c@x . Then, Eq.
(16) can be directly integrated to get

hvyi ¼ �
A2ky
c

@xHþ
a
c
; (17)

where a is an integration constant and q2
sXi has been absorbed

into A for simplicity of notation. It is evident that the flow struc-
ture, scale, and evolution are thus set by the structure of the phase
gradient.

Substituting Eq. (17) back into Eq. (15), then multiplying both
sides of the equation by H00, and integrating once give

� c2

2
f 2 þ

c2q2
s � q2

s k
2
yA

2

2
ðf 0Þ2 ¼ 1

3

q2
s v
�kyc

1þ q2
s k

2
y
f 3 þ b : (18)

Here f � H0 and b is an integration constant, as well. Thus, the equa-
tion for the phase gradient is given by

x þ x0 ¼
ð

df

Qðf ; cÞ
1
2
; (19)

where

Qðf ; cÞ � ðf 0Þ2 ¼ 2
q2
s

1
c2 � k2yA

2

1
3

q2
s v
�kyc

1þ q2
s k

2
y
f 3 þ c2

2
f 2 þ b

 !
: (20)

Since kyA has units of velocity, we recognize it as the radial E3B
velocity fluctuation.

For b¼ 0, (19) admits the exact solution

H0 ¼ �
3cð1þ q2

s k
2
yÞ

2q2
s v
�ky

sech2
c
2qs

x þ x0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2 � k2yA

2
q !

: (21)

The possible resonance at c ¼ kyA arises from the balance
between dispersion and the flow curvature. The waves sharpen
approaching this limit. Thus, the flow there is more strongly driven.
The solution suggests a critical Mach number Mc ¼ c=kyA, with the
speed-amplitude relationM> 1. Figure 1(a) gives a sketch of a propa-
gating localized shear layer. Note the dipolar shear and the pattern
propagation at c. Figure 1(b) shows the flow hvyðxÞi. This has the
form of a localized jet.

The spatiotemporal structure of the phase gradient suggests a
dynamic realization of the concept of a phase slip.6 Indeed, integrating
Eq. (21) once more, we get

H ¼ �
3ð1þ q2

s k
2
yÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2 � k2yA

2
q

qskyv�
tanh

c
2qs

x þ x0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2 � k2yA

2
q !

þH0:

(22)

Equation (22), which predicts a tanh profile for the phase, implies
that at sites of intense zonal shearing, the phase “slips,” initiating refrac-
tion and zonal flow generation through phase curvature (Fig. 1). Figure
2 gives a sketch of a phase bore pattern, as suggested by Eq. (22). Note
phase variation is isolated in a narrow layer, corresponding to the posi-
tion of the velocity jet. The bore propagates across the system. Since

FIG. 1. Top (a): zonal flow evolution through the phase curvature. Bottom (b): zonal
shear flow pulses induced by the slip.

FIG. 2. Phase bore or slip propagating across the system.
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the DW fluctuation is invariant under w! �w, the phase can slip in
both directions. As M ! 1, the width of the pattern decreases and
thus the slip sharpens. However, the amplitude of the slip is more
strongly attenuated approaching resonance.

The analytical solution for the phase gradient (21) defines the
structure and scales of the zonal flow. The magnitude of the emergent
shear flow pulse is set by 3A2ð1þ q2

s k
2
yÞ=2q2

s v
� for a¼ 0. The charac-

teristic width of the pulse is given by 2qs

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2 � k2yA

2
q

=c. The pulse is

sharper near resonance.
We now address the stability of the phase and flow solutions by

considering a ZF-based state (i.e., no streamers). In this state, we
restrict the amplitude to be a function only of x. Thus, along the surfa-
ces of constant amplitude at a particular constant radius, the dynamics
of the phase are set by kyy. Thus, by transforming rA! @xA, our
coupled amplitude-phase-flow equations (3)–(5) reduce to

@t ð1þ q2
s ½ð@xHÞ

2 þ k2y 	ÞA� q2
s @

2
xA

h i
¼

v�q2
s ky

1þ q2
s k

2
y
ð2 @xH @xAþ A@2xHÞ; (23)

A@tH� q2
s @t ðA@2xHÞ þ 2ð@xH @xAÞ
� �

¼ v�q2
s ky

1þ q2
s k

2
y
ðAð@xHÞ2 � @2xAÞ � q2

s kyAhvyi
00 ; (24)

1

q4
sX

2
i

@thvyi ¼ kyA
2@2xHþ 2kyAð@xH @xAÞ �

l

q4
sX

2
i

hvyi : (25)

We consider a small radially varying perturbation of the homoge-
neous amplitude state while linearizing, i.e.,

A ¼ A0 þ eA1ðx; tÞ:

Likewise, the flow and phase are perturbed to the same order,

hvyi ¼ hvyi0ðx; tÞ þ ehvyðx; tÞi1
H ¼ H0ðx; tÞ þ eH1ðx; tÞ:

Here, our base states for the flow and phase are given by Eqs.
(17) and (22), respectively. Since the base states are traveling waves, we
transform the above equations from the stationary frame x to the mov-
ing frame x � ct for perturbative analysis. Thus, we take @x ! @x and
@t ! �c@x þ @t .

A numerical calculation is used to demonstrate the stability of
the perturbations (Fig. 3). Parameters are chosen to correspond to
those of CSDX (Controlled Shear Decorrelation Experiment)
plasma,23 with vanishing damping and base amplitude A0 ¼ 1. Here,
c¼ 21 and ky¼ 20. Spatial discretization is employed through finite-
difference methods. The amplitude perturbation is initialized at 10�5

at x¼ 0, with a Dirichlet boundary condition imposed at the right end
point (A1ðxf ; tÞ ¼ 0Þ and Neumann boundary conditions at both
endpoints (@xA1jx¼0;xf ¼ 0). Here, xf corresponds to the radial edge of
the plasma. We impose both Dirichlet (H1ðxf ; tÞ ¼ hvyðxf ; tÞi1 ¼ 0)
and Neumann boundary conditions (@xH1jx¼0;xf ¼ @xhvyi1jx¼0 ¼ 0)
on the phase and flow perturbations without initial perturbations
[H1ðx; 0Þ ¼ hvyðx; 0Þi1 ¼ 0]. Note that after a short period of tran-
sient growth, the perturbations decay to zero, indicating stability.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied how phase dynamics—and, in par-
ticular, phase curvature—affect zonal flow evolution. To isolate the
effects of phase curvature, we start from a base state with constant drift
wave amplitude. This eliminates intensity profile effects. The principal
results of this paper are as follows:

(i) We derived a coupled system of equations for wave phase, ampli-
tude, and zonal flow. This system is simplified for a single wave,
with spatiotemporally constant amplitude. This isolates the effect
of the phase curvature on the flow generation process.

(ii) The quasilinear phase-flow equations are solved analytically.
Radially propagating solutions of the form Hðx � ctÞ; hvyðx � ctÞi
are obtained. These novel examples of zonal shear layer structures
are formed by the balance of phase steepening and dispersion and
so resemble collisionless phase shocks or solitons.

(iii) The results realize the prediction that phase curvature can generate
shear flows, which regulate drift wave turbulence.

(iv) The shear layers induce jumps or slips in the phase. These resem-
ble propagating bores. Thus, stress-driven shear layers constitute a
concrete realization of the concept of a phase slip.

(v) We find that the phase-flow solutions obtained here are linearly
stable.

(vi) The implications of the results obtained for this simple model for
phase turbulence are discussed in detail.

More generally, we see the cross phase cos U ¼ h~vr � ~vhi=
j~vrjj~vhj is critical to evolution of the Reynolds stress and thus is a key
to self-regulation, as it includes the phase curvature effect. In

FIG. 3. Left-to-right shows amplitude, phase, and flow perturbations in x and t. Note that a finite amplitude state is initialized but, after transient growth, decays to zero, indicat-
ing the structure is stable.
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particular, nonzero phase derivative, @xw ¼ kx 6¼ 0, is required for a
nonzero Reynolds stress. In general, anisotropy of ~vx; ~vy is required
for nonzero Reynolds stress. For negligible amplitude inhomogeneity,
radial variation of kx (i.e., phase curvature @2xw 6¼ 0) is required for a
nonzero Reynolds force. This can directly drive zonal flow evolution
through kr inhomogeneity, even in the absence of intensity inhomoge-
neity. Note that either amplitude inhomogeneity or kx inhomogeneity
is required for a finite Reynolds force, as shown in Fig. 4. Phase curva-
ture initiates a new feedback loop between phase and flow, causing the
generation of nonlinear structures in the phase field—in particular, the
birth of a stable, propagating phase bore. The bore induces a burst of
intense evolution of kr, causing a surge of energy transfer from drift
waves to the flows. This burst in turn generates a propagating shear
flow pulse. Both amplitude inhomogeneity and phase inhomogeneity
contribute to the Reynolds force, which ultimately drives zonal flow.
The two inhomogeneities each define a feedback channel connecting
fluctuations and flow (Fig. 4). This channel is complementary to the
well known amplitude modulation channel.

This paper does not address the state of “phase turbulence,”
where many interacting modes produce an ensemble of phase bores,
associated with shear layers. The system presented here can be general-
ized straightforwardly to realize a quasilinear theory of phase-flow tur-
bulence, in which the slow phase Hky ðx; tÞ and the flow hvyðx; tÞiÞ
fields evolve. In this restricted model, the intensities of the various
modes ð� jAky j

2Þ are constant. Of course, the total phases wky are
given by wky ¼ kyy � xky t þHky ðx; tÞ. The quasilinear equations
then become

@tðHky � q2
s @

2
xHky Þ ¼ q2

s

v�ky
1þ q2

s k
2
y
ð@xHky Þ

2 � q2
s kyhvyi

00
; (26)

1

q4
sX

2
i

@thvyi ¼
X
ky

jAky j
2ky@

2
xHky �

l

q4
sX

2
i

hvyi : (27)

Thus, the flow field is produced by a sum of the phase curvatures,
weighted by the modal intensities jAky j

2. Self-interactions can drive
resonant contributions to the phase equation (via hvyi00), as discussed
above. Interactions with other modes produce nonresonant phase per-
turbations. Thus, in this model, the state of phase turbulence will con-
sist of an ensemble of propagating phase slips or bores. Each bore is
associated with a propagating zonal shear layer. Of course, the phase
bores will also feed back on instability via the effects of the associated
nonlinear frequency shift of the deviation of the wave frequency from
the diamagnetic frequency (i.e., x� x�e ).

To progress beyond mean field theory, the effects of mode-mode
interaction on phase evolution must be addressed. One must consider
the evolution of amplitude, phase, and flow, including instability pro-
cesses. This requires extension to the Hasegawa-Wakatani model.24

These analyses are beyond the scope of this paper. Other questions for
future study include phase evolution in streamers, Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities of the flow,25 as well as boundary effects.

Finally, we suggest that a phase bore could be the leading edge of
an avalanche.26–29 A phase slip which increases x� � x would trigger
a burst of stronger transport and so initiate a propagating mixing and
relaxation event—in other words, an avalanche.
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